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Abstract
This research presents a handwriting identification system, developed by geometric features and template matching features on Android platform.
To recognize the handwriting in English language, the proposed system uses English sentences as the training data. For geometric features, average
height/width of each character, average ratio, average angle, and space between characters and words are taken into the consideration. To increase the
system performance, a template matching is used to extract more features by consideration in 5 groups of simple pattern which are looping, crossing,
branching, curving, and turning points. After applying the feature extraction, we use this data model for classification to verify the writers by k-nearest
neighbor. In the application, users are able to choose an option whether to take a new input picture (picture of handwritten document) or to select a
picture from the phone gallery. The particular picture selected by users will be sent to the server for obtaining the result. Then, the result will be fed
back to the mobile application on screen. The experimental results show that the proposed technique can identify the handwriting image with high
accuracy rate.
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1. Introduction

Table 1. Experimental Results.

O

NE of the best way of communication is writing. People
firstly used pictographs as a way of communication. They
drew pictures as a symbol on rocks, ground, or walls. Later, these
symbols were combined to represent as ideas, exactly like our
writing in present day [1]. The symbols are used to store information and to communicate with other people. Technology has
changed the communication in many ways. Despite the improvement of technology, the importance of handwritten documents
still exists. Writing with paper and pen/pencil still plays an important role in communcation. Moreover, the writers can express
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the ideas through the handwritten documents. For example, the
emotions of writers relative to nervous, angry, and calm [2] can
be represented in their handwriting characters.
Although there are many ways to take a note, the people still

